Quiz

1. Peers are:
   a) people about your own age
   b) classmates
   c) teammates
   d) all of the above

2. In “peer pressure,” the word pressure means:
   a) hurt
   b) push
   c) influence
   d) ignore

3. True or false: Peer pressure is always bad.

4. Fill in the blanks: When friends try to influence you to do things that are harmful or wrong, it’s called ____________ peer pressure. When friends try to influence you to do things that are helpful or kind, it’s called ____________ peer pressure.

5. True or false: Only kids and teens have to deal with peer pressure.

6. List two things kids might do to try to get other kids to do what they want: __________________________________________________________.
   __________________________________________________________.

7. List two reasons why kids might give in to peer pressure: __________________________________________________________.
   __________________________________________________________.

8. List two ways friends can be a bad influence on each other: __________________________________________________________.
   __________________________________________________________.

9. List two ways friends can be a good influence on each other: __________________________________________________________.
   __________________________________________________________.

10. True or false: People can influence each other without even speaking.